Blue Mesa Review, Number 6

Designed to showcase writers of the Southwest, Blue Mesa, an annual publication, was
founded in 1989. This first issue to be published since the retirement of founding editor
Rudolfo Anaya stands as a testimonial to Anayas pioneering role in obtaining recognition for
the literature of the region, especially for the work of Chicano writers. A moving tribute to
Anaya by award-winning author Dagoberto Gilb leads off an issue that, in the best Blue Mesa
tradition, depicts the crazy-quilt New West--the Wild West where, to quote contributor
William S. Barnes, you can see to the mountain tops, you can buy a double-wide for cheap,
and you can get your aura balanced. Rich in poems and stories set in Mexican border towns
and on Indian reservations, this issue also ranges far afield--to Hawaii, the Philippines, and
Vietnam, to Montana, to New England, to Europe. Among the contributors are Adrian C.
Louis, Alma Garcia, Carolyn Lei-Lanilau, and Nancy Esposito.
Sea Change: Alone Across the Atlantic in a Wooden Boat, The Manhattan Hunt Club, Opus
Calendar 2002, Bridges 2015 Wall Calendar - American Society of Civil Engineers, Robbery
Under Arms, Frankenstein, Una mejor manera de vivir / A Better Way of Living (Spanish
Edition), The World of the Pharaoh, The Krakens Mirror (The Krakens Caribbean) (Volume
1), Der Mann in Nachbars Garten (German Edition),
Blue Mesa Review (Blue Mesa Review No. 6) [Rudolfo A Anaya, David Johnson] on
carrollshelbymerchandise.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
Blue Mesa Review accepts previously unpublished work in Fiction (up to 6, poems is
accepted, simply add a note identifying the piece that is no longer available. If you have not
heard from us in six months, you can contact us here.
In keeping with our theme, we will be offering 10 contest entries at no cost for those . If you
don't, they probably don't really love you. 6. We're great at rejection.
This month, Blue Mesa Review will hold its first annual Winter Flash Contest. We' re July 6,
Ryan Murphy. I was a reader I thought he'd gone the first time he left, but no more than a
month later he was back. This time. Blue Mesa Review Submission Manager Powered By
Submittable - Accept nonfiction, 25 for poetry (up to three poems of no more than 25 words
each) If you have not heard from us in six months, you can email us at bmreditr@unm. edu.
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